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This paper is concerned with the existence of global continuous solutions of the
expansion of a wedge of gas into a vacuum for compressible Euler equations. By
hodograph transformation, we first prove that the flow is governed by a partial
differential equation of second order, which is further reduced to a system of two
nonhomogeneous linearly degenerate equations in the phase space under an irrota-
tionality condition. Then this conclusion is applied to solving the problem that a
wedge of gas expands into a vacuum, which is actually a Goursat-type problem for
these two equations in the supersonic domain. © 2002 Elsevier Science
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the two-dimensional motion of inviscid ideal gas
without heat conduction is governed by Euler equations,
˛rt+(ru)x+(rv)y=0,(ru)t+(ru2+p)x+(ruv)y=0,
(rv)t+(ruv)x+(rv2+p)y=0,
(rE)t+((rE+p) u)x+((rE+p) v)y=0,
(1.1)
where r and p are density and pressure, u and v are the components of
velocity in x and y-directions, respectively, E=(u2+v2)/2+e is the total
energy, and e is the internal energy, as usual. In this study we are con-
cerned with the smooth flow and take the isentropic case. Then the flow is
described by isentropic Euler equations,
˛rt+(ru)x+(rv)y=0,(ru)t+(ru2+p)x+(ruv)y=0,
(rv)t+(ruv)x+(rv2+p)y=0,
(1.2)
where p(r)=Arc for polytropic gases with index c \ 1 and A > 0 is
entropy, being assumed to be unit by some suitable choice of gauge. The
first equation is the law of mass conservation, the second and third are the
law of momentum conservation. We further restrict to the case c=1, which
can be regarded as the approximation of isentropic flow with small c > 1.
That is, p(r)=r.
Systems (1.2) is subject to some initial conditions. In many applications
and/or computations, the initial data for (1.2) are sectorial constant. The
oblique shock reflection experiments [BG] and the expansion of a wedge
of gas into the vacuum [Le, M] are our familiar examples and the natural
extension of one-dimensional Riemann problem into two-dimensional ones
[K, LZY, Z]. Under such circumstances, self-similar solutions of the form
(r, u, v)(t, x, y)=(r, u, v)(t, g), t=x/t, g=y/t, are taken into account
because the equations and the initial data are invariant under the dilation
(t, x, y)Q (ct, cx, cy), c > 0, so that the dimension is reduced from three to
two by this self-similar transformation. We call such a reduced flow the
two-dimensional quasi-stationary one, which can be viewed as the snapshot
of the flow at some fixed time, say t=1. Thus the theory of partial differ-
ential equations with two variables can be applied to dealing with problems
involved.
In this paper, we consider such a quasi-stationary flow at first. By
hodograph transformation (t, g)Q (u, v), (1.2) is reduced into an attractive
scalar partial differential equation of second order,
(1−q2v) quu+2quqvquv+(1−q
2
u) qvv=q
2
u+q
2
v −2, (1.3)
in the phase space under irrotationality condition, similar to that in [M],
where q=ln r for r > 0. This equation is further transformed into two
nonhomogeneous linearly degenerate equations with source terms, see
(2.24), by introducing some interesting interrelated Riemann invariants,
provided that the flow is supersonic. Then this conclusion is used to solve
the problem of the expansion of a wedge of gas into a vacuum. This
problem is actually to study the interaction of two planar rarefaction
waves, which is a special case and the starting point of two-dimensional
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Riemann problem for gas dynamics. The existence of global solution is
achieved from the extension of a local solution with a priori estimates on
the solution of its own and the gradients. The boundedness of solution is
obtained via the technique of invariant region and the gradient estimate is
established through some transforms. In the meantime, we need to prove
the flow is strictly supersonic (hyperbolic).
Related to the existence results of two-dimensional global solutions of
compressible Euler equations, we just mention some results to our knowl-
edge. The existence and explicit structure of global solutions with axisym-
metry continuous initial data was constructed in [ZZ2], see [Z] for more
details. Chen and Glimm in [CG] proved the existence of global weak
solution with symmetry outside of core with the center at the origin. Hsiao,
Luo and Yang studied a similar problem and obtained the global BV solu-
tions with spherical symmetry and damping in [HLY]. But the crucial
issue on the existence of solutions inside the core still keeps open because
of the high geometrical singularity of initial data at the origin. One of the
essential issue of two-dimensional Riemann problem is just to investigate
the development of the singularity of the initial data at this point. Unfor-
tunately, the analytic study of two-dimensional Riemann problem for gas
dynamics is extremely difficult and complicated, and nothing is known up
to the date. To approach this goal, a similar existence result of global solu-
tions of a simplified model from Euler equations was obtained in [DZ].
Therefore, the present study is just the beginning of the analytic study of
two-dimensional Riemann problem for physical systems.
We organize this paper into three parts. In Section 2, we investigate the
two-dimensional quasi-stationary flow without rotationality and reduce
the system into two nonhomogeneous linearly degenerate equations in the
phase space. In Section 3, we apply the results of Section 2 to solve the
existence of global continuous solutions to the problem of a wedge of gas
expanding into a vacuum. Throughout this paper, we use subscripts to
denote partial derivatives when no confusion is caused, C0 and C1 denote
the spaces of continuous functions and functions with continuous first
derivatives, respectively.
2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL QUASI-STATIONARY FLOW
WITHOUT ROTATIONALITY
This section is devoted to the general discussion of two-dimensional
quasi-stationary flow. Consider self-similar solutions of the form
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(r, u, v)(t, x, y)=(r, u, v)(t, g), (t, g)=(x/t, y/t), of (1.2). Then (1.2)
becomes
˛ −trt−grg+(ru)t+(rv)g=0,−t(ru)t−g(ru)g+(ru2+p)t+(ruv)g=0,
−t(rv)t−g(rv)g+(ruv)t+(rv2+p)g=0
(2.1)
whenever solutions are smooth. We use q=ln r for r > 0 instead of r.
Then (2.1) is simplified into
˛ (u−t) qt+(v−g) qg+ut+vg=0,(u−t) ut+(v−g) ug+qt=0,
(u−t) vt+(v−g) vg+qg=0.
(2.2)
We assume the flow is irrotational. That is, there exists a velocity potential
k(t, x, y) such that
kx=u, ky=v. (2.3)
By introducing k(t, x, y)=tY(t, g), we obtain
Yt(t, g)=u(t, g), Yg(t, g)=v(t, g),
which gives the irrotationality condition,
ug=vt. (2.4)
Using this condition and noticing that
qu=
qtvg−qgvt
utvg−vtug
, qv=
qgut−qtug
utvg−vtug
, (2.5)
we get from the conservation law of momentum of (2.2) that
˛t−u=qu,
g−v=qv.
(2.6)
These two identities play a crucial role in the study of two-dimensional
irrotational and isentropic quasi-stationary flow in that we can not only
use them to reduce (2.2) into a scalar equation below, but also recover u
and v as the functions of t and g as long as q can be derived as the function
of u and v and the flow is non-degenerate in the sense that the Jacobian
J=“(u, v)/“(t, g) neither vanishes nor becomes infinite.
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We write the law of mass conservation of (2.2) by using (2.6) as
quqt+qvqg=ut+vg,
which results in
qu(quut+qvvt)+qv(quug+qvvg)=ut+vg, (2.7)
if q is regarded as a function of u and v. Relations (2.6) also give
˛tu=quu+1,
tv=quv,
˛gu=quv,
gv=qvv+1.
(2.8)
Note the homogeneity of ut, vt, ug and vg in (2.7), we can replace them by
gv, −gu, −tv and tu provided that the Jacobian J is not degenerate. Thus,
in view of (2.8), we get from (2.7),
(1−q2v) quu+2quqvquv+(1−q
2
u) qvv=q
2
u+q
2
v −2. (2.9)
This is an attractive second order quasi linear partial differential equation
with two variables. The principal part of this equation strongly resembles
that of
(f2x−c
2) fxx+2fxfyfxy+(f
2
y−c
2) fyy=0,
for the velocity potential f in two-dimensional steady flow, where c is the
local sound speed, see [M] for some remarks. Equation (2.9) also
resembles the self-similar form of two-dimensional linear wave equation
(c2−t2) ftt−2tgftg+(c2−g2) fgg−2(tft+gfg)=0.
To study our problem, we write (2.9) into a 2×2 system of first order by
introducing
X=qu, Y=qv. (2.10)
Then we arrive at
R1−Y2 XY
0 −1
SRX
Y
S
u
+RXY 1−X2
1 0
SRX
Y
S
v
=RX2+Y2−2
0
S . (2.11)
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It is well known that this system is equivalent to (2.9) as long as their solu-
tions are smooth enough. System (2.11) has two eigenvalues
l−=
XY−`X2+Y2−1
1−Y2
, l+=
XY+`X2+Y2−1
1−Y2
(2.12)
with two associated left eigenvectors
l−=(−1,`X2+Y2−1 ), l+=(1,`X2+Y2−1 ). (2.13)
From (2.12), we observe that the flow is transonic: supersonic if
X2+Y2 > 1, subsonic if X2+Y2 < 1 and parabolic degenerate on the sonic
curve X2+Y2−1=0. The eigenvalues are real only in a supersonic
domain. At present, we assume that the flow is supersonic. Then we mul-
tiply (2.11) by the left eigenmatrixM=(l− , l+)T from the left–hand side to
obtain
˛Xu+l−Yu+l+(Xv+l−Yv)=X2+Y2−21−Y2 ,
Xu+l+Yu+l−(Xv+l+Yv)=
X2+Y2−2
1−Y2
,
(2.14)
where the superscript T represents the transpose of the matrix. Introduce
Riemann invariants
R=
−X+Y`X2+Y2−1
1−Y2
, S=
X+Y`X2+Y2−1
1−Y2
, (2.15)
which satisfy ˛ “R“X= l−`X2+Y2−1,
“R
“Y=
l2−
`X2+Y2−1
,
˛ “S“X= l+`X2+Y2−1,
“S
“Y=
l2+
`X2+Y2−1
.
(2.16)
Then (2.14) takes the form˛Ru+l+Rv=− 1`X2+Y2−1 l−(l−l++1),
Su+l−Sv=−
1
`X2+Y2−1
l+(l−l++1).
(2.17)
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Observe that l− and l+ themselves are Riemann invariants, satisfying˛“l−“X= R`X2+Y2−1,
“l−
“Y=
Rl−
`X2+Y2−1
,
˛“l+“X= S`X2+Y2−1,
“l+
“Y=
Sl+
`X2+Y2−1
.
(2.18)
Therefore we can write (2.14) as
˛ (l−)u+l+(l−)v=− 1`X2+Y2−1 R(l−l++1),
(l+)u+l−(l+)v=−
1
`X2+Y2−1
S(l−l++1).
(2.19)
Notice that the linear combinations of Riemann invariants are still
Riemann invariants. We take the following Riemann invariants to simplify
calculations,
A=R+l−=−
X+`X2+Y2−1
1+Y
, B=S+l+=
X+`X2+Y2−1
1−Y
.
(2.20)
Then we have from (2.17) and (2.19) that
˛Au+l+Av=− 1`X2+Y2−1 A(l−l++1),
Bu+l−Bv=−
1
`X2+Y2−1
B(l−l++1).
(2.21)
The mappings (X, Y)Q (R, S), (X, Y)Q (l− , l+) and (X, Y)Q (A, B) are
all bijective as long as the flow is supersonic and Y2 ] 1; see Corollary 3.3
in the next section.
In order to make it easier to see the properties of system (2.21), we solve
(2.20) to obtain
X=
AB−1
A−B
, Y=
A+B
B−A
, `X2+Y2−1=AB+1
A−B
, 1−Y2=
−4AB
(A−B)2
(2.22)
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and
R=
1+A2
2A
, S=
1+B2
2B
,
l−=
A2−1
2A
, l+=
B2−1
2B
.
(2.23)
Explicitly in A and B, (2.21) can be written as
˛Au+l+Av=−AG(A, B),
Bu+l−Bv=−BG(A, B),
(2.24)
where
G(A, B)=
A−B
AB+1
1 (A2−1)(B2−1)
4AB
+12
=
(AB+1)(A−B)
4AB
11−1 A−B
AB+1
222 . (2.25)
From (2.23), we see that l− is independent of B and l+ independent of A.
So (2.24) is an nonhomogeneous linearly degenerate system. This kind of
system has been studied with some assumptions in [Li, RY]. The problem
here is to investigate the boundedness of solution and the gradient.
Thus once we obtain the solutions of (2.24), we can obtain the solutions
(X, Y) of (2.11) by the recovery process (2.22) provided that B−A ] 0.
Moreover, using (2.6), we can get the solution by the primitive variables
(r, u, v) because there is a one-to-one correspondence between (t, g)-plane
and the phase plane-(u, v)-plane (cf. [LZY, Chap. 5]).
3. THE EXPANSION OF A WEDGE OF GAS INTO A VACUUM
In this section, we apply the conclusion of last section to consider the
problem of the expansion of gas into a vacuum. Assume that the gas with
uniform velocity is separated from a vacuum by two infinite rigid walls.
Initially these two walls are moved instantaneously and the gas will expand
into the vacuum immediately. For the convenience of presentation, we
place the wedge symmetrically with respect to x-axis, as in Fig. 1(a). The
initial data then take
(r, u, v)(t=0, x, y)=˛ (r0, u0, v0), −h < a < h,
(0, u¯, v¯), otherwise,
(3.1)
where r0 > 0, u0 and v0 are constants, and (u¯, v¯) is the velocity in the wave
front, not being specified, a=arc tan y/x is the polar angle, h is reasonable
to be restricted between 0 and p/2.
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FIG. 1. The expansion of a wedge of gas into a vacuum.
From (3.1), we can see that the vorticity of initial velocity field is zero.
Kelvin’s theorem implies the constancy of circulation, if the solution is
continuous. We conclude that the flow is irrotational at later time and so
(2.4) is valid. Therefore we can use the results of last section to solve this
problem.
To derive the solution of (1.2) and (3.1), we first consider planar rarefac-
tion wave solutions of (1.2) with the initial data consisting of two pieces of
constant states,
(r, u, v)(t=0, x, y)=˛ (r1, u1, v1), mx+ny > 0,
(r2, u2, v2), mx+ny < 0,
(3.2)
where (m, n) is the unit normal of the discontinuity line. The solution takes
the form (r, u, v)(t, x, y)=(r, u, v)((mx+ny)/t)=: (r, u, v)(z). Then (1.2)
takes
˛ −zrz+m(ru)z+n(rv)z=0,−z(ru)z+m(ru2+r)z+n(ruv)z=0,
−z(rv)z+m(ruv)z+n(rv2+r)z=0,
(3.3)
i.e.,
R −z+mu+nv mr nrm/r −z+mu+nv 0
n/r 0 −z+mu+nv
SRru
v
S
z
=0,
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which gives either a constant solution (r, u, v) — (r0, u0, v0) or a planar
rarefaction wave solutions associated with z±=mu+nv±1,˛z+=V+1,dq=dV,
dU=0,
˛z−=V−1,dq=−dV,
dU=0,
(3.4)
where U=−nu+mv and V=mu+nv are the tangential and normal com-
ponents along the propagation of the wave.
As a special case that the wave propagates in y-direction, the solution is
˛g=v+1,q−q0=v−v0,
u — u0,
˛g=v−1,q−q0=−(v−v0),
u — u0.
(3.5)
Now we turn back to the problem of gas expansion into the vacuum.
Assume that (u0, v0)=(0, 0), i.e., the gas is at rest initially. Otherwise, we
simply take a translation transform. After the wedge-shaped walls are
removed, the gas away from the sharp corner expands uniformly to infinity
as planar rarefaction waves explicitly expressed as
R1 : ˛q=q0+t sin h−g cos h−1,u=sin h(t sin h+g cos h−1),
v=−cos h(t sin h−g cos h−1),
−. < t sin h−g cos h [ 1,
R2 : ˛q=q0+t sin h+g cos h−1,u=sin h(t sin h+g cos h−1),
v=cos h(t sin h+g cos h−1),
−. < t sin h+g cos h [ 1,
(3.6)
where R1 emits from l1 and R2 from l2, (t, g)=(x/t, y/t) as before. These
two rarefaction waves interact at P=(1/sin h, 0) and they are separated
from the mixed wave region, the interaction region of the rarefaction
waves, by
˛k1:−t sin h+g cos h=−1,
k2: t sin h+g cos h=1,
(3.7)
which are the characteristics of (2.2) from P, see Fig. 1(b).
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To use the results of last section, we consider the projection of solution
in the mixed wave region into (u, v)-plane. Then the planar rarefaction
wave (3.5) is a semi-infinite line on u=u0. For the former of (3.5), the line
is u=u0, v [ 0, on which qv=1 and qvv=0. Therefore we can view (2.9) as
an ODE of qu. Consequently,
qu={ev(c2+e−v−1)}1/2, qv=1, (3.8)
where c is the value of qu at (u, v)=(0, 0). While for the latter of (3.5), the
line is v \ 0, and
qu={e−v(c¯2+ev−1)}1/2, qv=−1, (3.9)
where c¯ is also the value of qu at (u, v)=(0, 0).
Take the transformations (xŒ, yŒ)=(x cos b+y sin b, −x sin b+y cos b)
and (uŒ, vŒ)=(u cos b+v sin b, −u sin b+v cos b). Then we have
R ““u
“
“v
S=Rcos b − sin b
sin b cos b
S R ““uŒ
“
“vŒ
S . (3.10)
When the planar rarefaction wave R1 emanating from l1 is considered, we
take b=h and the wave satisfies the latter case of (3.5) and the image of
the semi-infinite line in (u, v)-plane is u cos h+v sin h=0 (u [ 0). So
quŒ={e−vŒ(c2−1)+1}1/2, qvŒ=−1,
which gives from (3.10) that
˛qu={exp(u sin h−v cos h)(c2−1)+1}1/2 cos h+sin h,
qv={exp(u sin h−v cos h)(c2−1)+1}1/2 sin h− cos h.
(3.11)
Since the solution is symmetric with respect to u-axis, we have
qu(u, v)=qu(u, −v), qv(u, v)=−qv(u, −v). (3.12)
Thus qv(u, 0) — 0, which implies from (3.11) that c=cot h.
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With the same method, we obtain that the rarefaction wave R2 from l2
satisfies the former of (3.5) and corresponds to u cos h−v sin h=0 (u [ 0)
in (u, v)-plane on which
˛qu={exp(u sin h+v cos h)(cot2 h−1)+1}1/2 cos h+sin h,
qv=−{exp(u sin h+v cos h)(cot2 h−1)+1}1/2 sin h+cos h.
(3.13)
Therefore problem (1.2) and (3.1) is reduced into a boundary value
problem for (2.24) with the boundary data on H1:−u sin h+v cos h=0
(u [ 0) and H2: u sin h+v cos h=0 (u [ 0),
A|H1=A
1
0, A|H2=A
2
0, BH1=B
1
0, B|H2=B
2
0, (3.14)
where
A10=−
{exp(u sin h−v cos h)(cot2 h−1)+1}1/2 (1+cos h)+sin h
{exp(u sin h−v cos h)(cot2−1)+1}1/2 sin h+(1− cos h)
,
A20=−
{exp(u sin h+v cos h)(cot2 h−1)+1}1/2 (1+cos h)+sin h
−{exp(u sin h+v cos h)(cot2−1)+1}1/2 sin h+(1+cos h)
,
B10=
{exp(u sin h−v cos h)(cot2 h−1)+1}1/2 (1+cos h)+sin h
−{exp(u sin h−v cos h)(cot2 h−1)+1}1/2 sin h+(1+cos h)
,
B20=
{exp(u sin h+v cos h)(cot2 h−1)+1}1/2 (1+cos h)+sin h
{exp(u sin h+v cos h)(cot2 h−1)+1}1/2 sin h+(1− cos h)
.
(3.15)
This is a Goursat-type problem because H1 and H2 are characteristics of
(2.24). It is easy to check that − E1 < A
1
0, A
2
0 < −1 and 1 < B
1
0, B
2
0 < E2 for
some bounded positive constants E1 and E2. Furthermore, on H1 and H2,
the flow is uniformly supersonic, i.e., X2+Y2−1 > 0, if u and v is finite.
Therefore we draw an isopleth L of `X2+Y2−1 through two symmetric
points P and Q on H1 and H2. Now our problem is to seek the solution of
(2.24) and (3.14) in the angular domain X={(u, v); p/2+h [ arc tan v/u
[ 3p/2−h, 0 > u > −C} for any fixed C > 0. This domain is bounded by
H1, H2 and the isopleth L; see Fig. 2.
The proof of local existence of solutions to (2.24) and (3.14) is quite easy.
Consult [LY]. That is, there is a d > 0 such that the solution of (2.24) and
(3.14) exists uniquely in Xd :={(u, v) ¥ X;−d < u < 0}.
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FIG. 2. The projection of solutions on phase plane-(u, v)-plane.
The existence of the global smooth solution in X will be achieved by the
extension from the local solution. For this purpose, we need some a priori
estimates. First we prove the boundedness of C0-norm of solution. The
technique of invariant region is used here; see Smoller [Sm].
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that there exists a C1 solution (A(u, v), B(u, v))
on the domain under consideration. Then C0 norm has a uniform bound
independent of u for all −. < u [ 0.
Proof. First we notice that the curve L: AB+1A−B=1 gives a hyperbola L.
We construct an invariant region as follows. The lines B=const. are
chosen so that the top one L2 is above L and the bottom one L3 is between
L and B=1. The lines A=const. are taken so that the left one L1 is on the
left–hand side of L and the right one L4 is between L and A=1. This rec-
tangle has two opposite vertexes on L, as shown in Fig. 3.
Note that inside the rectangle (AB+1)/(A−B) > 1. On L1 and L2, we
have
−AG(A, B)=−
(AB+1)(A−B)
4B
11−1 A−B
AB+1
222 < 0,
and
−BG(A, B)=−
(AB+1)(A−B)
4A
11−1 A−B
AB+1
222 > 0.
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FIG. 3. The invariant region for (A, B)
While on L3 and L4, we have
−AG(A, B) > 0, −BG(A, B) < 0.
Therefore, according to [Sm], this rectangle is the invariant region for
(A, B) because the boundary values of A and B lies in the second quadrant
of (A, B)-plane and the rectangle can be made sufficiently large if neces-
sary. L
Remark 3.2. As h=p/4, we can get the explicit solution because
A=−(1+`2 ) on H1 and B=1+`2 on H2. So X=`2 and Y=0
from (2.22). Thus the exact solution is
q=q0+`2 u,
and u and v can be recovered from (2.6). The Jacobian J=“(u, v)/“(t, g)
is obviously non–degenerate. L
Corollary 3.3. The flow is uniformly supersonic (hyperbolic) in X and
non–degenerate in the sense that 1−Y2 ] 0.
Proof. The uniform hyperbolicity is obvious due to the construction of
X in Fig. 2. Note
1−Y2=
−4AB
(A−B)2
,
and we conclude that the flow is non-degenerate from the construction of
invariant region in Lemma 3.1. L
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This corollary shows that the transformations (X, Y)Q (R, S), (X, Y)
Q (l− , l+) and (X, Y)Q (A, B) are all bijective (cf. Section 2).
Next, we obtain the gradient estimate. We use the idea in [Li].
Lemma 3.4. In X, the C1-norm of (A, B) is uniformly bounded.
Proof. Note the uniform hyperbolicity of the flow in X. That is,
l−−l+ ] 0. We introduce
f=(l−−l+)
“A
“v , k=(l+−l−)
“B
“v . (3.16)
Then
“f
“u=(l−−l+)
“2A
“u“v+
“(l−−l+)
“u
“A
“v ,
“f
“v=(l−−l+)
“2A
“v2+
“(l−−l+)
“v
“A
“v .
(3.17)
Differentiating the first equation of (2.24) with respect to v gives
“2A
“u“v+l+
“2A
“v2=−
“
“v (AG(A, B))−
“l+
“v
“A
“v . (3.18)
Therefore, from (3.17) and (3.18), we have
“f
“u+l+
“f
“v=a1f+b1k, (3.19)
where
a1=−G(A, B)−A
“G
“A+
1
l−−l+
·
R−S
`X2+Y2−1
(l−l++1),
b1=A
“G
“B.
(3.20)
Similarly we get from the second equation of (2.24),
“k
“u+l+
“k
“v=a2f+b2k, (3.21)
where
a2=B
“G
“A,
b2=−G(A, B)−B
“G
“B+
1
l+−l−
·
S−R
`X2+Y2−1
(l−l++1).
(3.22)
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The boundary values for f and k can be obtained as follows. Note on
H1: u cos h+v(u) sin h=0, A(u, v)=A
1
0(u, v(u)), and
“A
“u+l−
“A
“v=
dA10
du
. (3.23)
Using the first equation of (2.24) and (3.16), we obtain
f=(l−−l+)
“A
“v=
dA10
du
−AG(A, B)|H1 , on H1. (3.24)
Similarly, we have
k=(l+−l−)
“B
“v=
dB20
du
−BG(A, B)|H2 , on H2. (3.25)
Note that the coefficients ai, bi, i=1, 2, in (3.20) and (3.22) are uni-
formly bounded, and so are boundary values (3.24) and (3.25). We write
(3.19) and (3.21) into the integral form along characteristics and apply
Gronwall’s inequality, the desired result is obtained. L
Then we have the final conclusion.
Theorem 3.5. There exists a unique global smooth solution (A(u, v),
B(u, v)) of (2.24) and (3.14) in the domain X for U < u < 0, where U is any
fixed constant.
Proof. The local existence is classical because the boundary values are
continuous at the origin. Then we use a priori estimates in Lemmas 3.1 and
3.4 to conclude that the C1 solution exists in X by extension step by
step. L
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